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A paradigm shift (A change in basic assumptions) is needed here. If the secrecy could be removed it would show that the VA treats me differently from other veterans. The basic pattern is dis-empowering me by character assassination and unnecessary financial hits such as having to buy my own medicine. I cannot see what has been put in my records. I cannot get my living Will and Power of Attorney out of the VA recordsThis is similar to the patterns of the accountants and their collaborators in Fairfax, Virginia.It may be a coincidence that I was sent two financial hits from different sources at the same time (Phoenix VA May 10, 2012 - Fairfax illegal lien May 11, 2012 (1) The Phoenix VA's letter of  May 10, 2012, buries my application for a poverty pension under confusion.   (2) The Fairfax County, Virginia's, law firm's letter of May 11, 2012,  puts an $27,699 illegal lien against some still unidentified property of mine in Highland, County, Virginia. History suggests that it has been used to takeover my farm.
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 Why wait until May 10, 2012,  to mention for the first time a document received on February 7, 2012? A document that I can't get a copy of and am made responsible for? 
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                                    Phoenix VA - Fairfax illegal lienI'm sent two financial surprises at about the same time. (1) The Phoenix VA's letter of  May 10, 2012, buries my application for a poverty pension under confusion.  (2) The Fairfax County, Virginia's, law firm's letter of May 11, 2012,  puts an $27,699 illegal lien against some still unidentified property of mine in Highland, County, Virginia. History suggests that it has been used to takeover my farm.
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May 10 - Phoenix VA poverty pension application buried in confusion.
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Why can't the pension application trail be exposed?
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                                                                                          February 7, 2012, document.I don't understand why a document received on February 7 would not be mentioned until May 10. Or why it remains unknown. It must be important because it is referenced in four letters:(1)  “We have received your typed statement on February 7, 2012, stating that youwish to withdraw your claim for *Skin cancer”Jeffrey McAdams, May 10, 2012(2)  “VA withdrew your request for compensation of skin cancer, based on a typedstatement that they received on February 7, 2012.”Brian O’Neil, May 14, 2012(3) “Statement submitted on February 7, 2012 that you would like to withdraw claimfor skin cancer.”Brian O’Neil, May 17, 2012(4) “*VA Form 21-4138, Statement in Support of claim, received February 7, 2012”T. A. Olson, May 25, 2012(5)  Why can't I get a copy of this February 7, 2012, document?
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                                       Dot 1I receive two financial hits at the same time. I receive a May 10, 2012, letter burying in confusion my application for the poverty pension. I receive a May 11, 2012, lien for  $27,699.
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May 11 - Illegal lien
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June10 (9:48pm)  Jeffrey McAdams to Veteran 
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May 10 - Phoenix VA poverty pension application buried in confusion.
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May16  (6:13am) Veteran to Jeffery McAdams
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Why pretend to have a lien in a bank in Highland County  Why is it impossible to find out what property this lien is actually against?
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May 11 - Illegal lien


	                            May 10-May 11
	2012.05.10  May10 date [pension application gets lost in confusion] (postal mail, mailed May11) Jeffery McAdams to Veteran
	2012.05.11 May 11 $27,699 lien notice] 
	2012.05.16  veteran to jeffrey mcadams
	2012.07.24  12:05pm  anthony o'connell to blue grass valley bank
	2012.07.25  5:54am   blue grass valley bank to anthony o'connell 



